Early Start Semester Programme in

Irish Archaeology
at University College Cork, Ireland

Why choose this course?
The Early Start Programme in Irish Archaeology:
•is a stimulating introduction to Ireland’s culture, history and landscapes

•incorporates field-trips to an unparalleled range of sites from fascinating local ruins to major
complexes of international importance
•gives students with no previous experience of archaeology the chance to study this exciting subject in
a country with an outstanding archaeological heritage
•provides anthropology and archaeology students with an engaging and challenging overview of Irish
archaeology
•considers aspects of Irish art and architecture and explores the role of buildings, monuments and
artefacts in the formation of Irish identities

The Early Start programmes – which are
unique to University College Cork – are

designed to give Visiting Students a pre-

Who is the course aimed at?
The Early Start in Irish Archaeology provides
students with a stimulating introduction to Ireland’s
culture, history and landscapes.

session introduction to Ireland and Irish
Studies.

The

longest-established

programme is that in Irish Archaeology.
Students take the course in late August /

September before joining standard classes
with their Irish counterparts. The course
incorporates several field trips and is worth
ten UCC credits.

It offers students of Anthropology and Archaeology a
unique insight into Archaeology as practiced in
Europe; they find the material and the approach taken
to its interpretation engaging and challenging. After
taking it, they are eligible for most of the other
Archaeology modules offered at UCC.

The programme is equally suited to students with no
previous academic experience of Archaeology or
Anthropology. It gives them a chance to study this
exciting subject in a country with an outstanding
archaeological heritage. They learn how people in the
past, and indeed the present, use material culture
(monuments and artefacts) to express social status,
ideology, identity and gender.
When term begins some students choose to build
upon what they have learned by choosing one or more
of the additional modules in Irish Studies offered by,
for example, History, Irish, English, Folklore and
Music as well as Archaeology.

Irish Archaeology
Modern Ireland cannot be understood without reference to
the past. Through the study of artefacts, monuments,
landscapes and texts, the Early Start in Irish Archaeology
provides students with an understanding of the broad
sweep of Ireland’s history from the initial settlement of the
island in the aftermath of the last Ice Age around 8,000 BC
to the birth of the modern era in the 17th century AD when
Ireland was incorporated into the wider world of the
British Empire, which by that time also included colonies
in North America.
The wide chronological scope of the course is one of its
particular strengths. It allows students to recognise long
term processes and to appreciate the similarities and
differences between the various societies that developed in
Ireland over the millennia. There is a particular emphasis
on periods and themes that continue to play an important
role in the formation of Irish identities. We will see that
there is often a wide gulf between the popular view of the
past and the archaeological evidence.

Round tower, Timahoe

Invaders of Ireland:
Celts, Vikings and Normans
A case in point is the issue of the Celticisation of
Ireland. What do we mean when we say the Irish are a
Celtic people? According to the conventional model the
Celtic ancestors of the modern population came in their
thousands during the Early Iron Age (500-0 BC). But to
what extent is this myth-making by 19th-century
nationalists in search of a neat racial origin for the Irish
nation? Increasingly archaeologists are of the view that,
while the indigenous population became culturally
Celticised through links with other parts of Europe,
relatively few new people arrived in Ireland during this
time. This debate about the origins of the Irish is
ongoing among academics. By engaging with it in class
students gain a sophisticated understanding of how
modern Irish identities are constructed.
As we shall see, 19th-century myth-making has also
obscured our understanding of later invaders: the
Vikings (9th & 10th century AD) and the AngloNormans (12th & 13th century AD).

Irish Art and Architecture
Within the time-frame covered by the course there
are two periods when art of world significance was
produced in Ireland.
The great passage tombs of the Neolithic period
(c.4000-2,800 BC) are decorated with a remarkable
variety of abstract art. In class and in the field we
will debate the various theories about the
significance of this art for these early farming
populations.

In the Early Medieval period (400-1169 AD) local
Celtic art was fused with new influences from
Anglo-Saxon England and mainland Europe to
produce works of astonishing beauty, including the
Book of Kells and the Tara Brooch. As we shall
see, it is with some justification that this period is
often considered the Golden Age of Irish Art.

Newgrange

We will also study the impact of later art styles in
Ireland including Romanesque, Gothic and the
belated arrival of a Renaissance aesthetic in the
17th century.
The Book of Kells

Reading the Irish Landscape
Another theme of the course is the way in which the
Irish landscape we see today has been shaped by
thousands of years of human intervention. By the
end of the course participants are able to read the
Irish landscape for themselves: to understand the
significance of the monuments they encounter while
travelling through Ireland, and to appreciate the
impact of those who built them on the wider
environment.

Field Trips
Archaeology is a subject that cannot be
confined to the classroom. In this course
about half the contact time is in the field.
The field trips have been carefully
designed to give students as diverse an
experience of Ireland as possible, from
the Dublin region, which was Anglicised
at a relatively early date, to the remote
Aran Islands where Gaelic is still widely
spoken.
As well as some non-archaeological sites,
such as the Cliffs of Moher, the field trips
take in a wide range of monuments from
neglected but fascinating local ruins to
outstanding complexes of international
importance. For example, there are a
number of day trips to sites in the
environs of Cork city including the
world-famous Rock of Cashel.

Glanworth Castle, Co. Cork

Drombeg Stone Circle, Co. Cork

The Rock of Cashel, Co. Tipperary

Mitchelstown Caves, Co. Cork

Dublin & Meath
The first overnight trip is to counties
Dublin and Meath, a region that boasts
some

of

Ireland’s

most

impressive

monuments, including its largest castle at
Trim;

its

finest

high

crosses

at

Monasterboice; and the World Heritage
Site of Newgrange and the Bend of the
Boyne whose decorated passage tombs

Aran Islands
& the Burren
• Galway

• Dublin
Dublin & Meath

are among the oldest surviving buildings
in the world. We also visit Dublin city
itself to study its Viking origins as well as
the stunning artefacts housed in the
National Museum of Ireland.

• Cork

Overnight Trips

Christ Church Cathedral and Viking Dublin

Monasterboice High Cross

Trim Castle

Newgrange and the Boyne Valley Tombs

The Aran Islands, Galway City
and the Burren
Later on we explore Ireland’s most spectacular
landscape: the Burren in Co. Clare and the Aran
Islands off the coast of Galway. Here soil
erosion, some of it due to human intervention,
has exposed the limestone bedrock to dramatic

effect, and over the millennia the rock has been

Aran Islands
& the Burren
• Galway

used to construct several iconic monuments.

• Dublin
Dublin & Meath

After exploring the Burren we spend a night in
historic Galway city, a Mecca for fans of
traditional Irish music. The next day we take

the ferry to the Aran Islands where, among
other sites, we visit the magnificent cliff-edge
fort of Dún Aonghasa.

• Cork

Overnight Trips

The Burren, Co. Clare

Poulnabrone Portal Tomb

The Burren, Co. Clare

Corcomroe Abbey: ‘Our Lady of the Fertile Rock’

Kilfenora

Leamaneh Castle

Corcomroe Abbey: ‘Our Lady of the Fertile Rock’

The Burren, Co. Clare

Galway City

The Aran Islands, Co. Galway
The Aran Islands, Co. Galway

Dún Aonghasa, the Aran Islands

The Cliffs of Moher

Whatever they are studying at home, students find the Early Start in Irish Archaeology a hugely satisfying
and engaging experience, both academically and culturally. For many it is the highlight of their stay at UCC.

What past students say…
Early Start was a wonderful way to become familiar with UCC,
Cork and Ireland before the stress and bustle of the Autumn
Semester. The Early Start Archaeology program was great: Dr. Ó
Carragáin was enthusiastic about the subject and made the
programme enjoyable, as well as educational. The archaeology
field trips allowed us to see a good variety of places, some sent us
off the map and hiking through fields, while others were to wellknown, must-see attractions. Dr. Ó Carragáin made sure we had a
good Irish cultural experience as well, so we made a few stops at
local pubs for traditional music sessions. I gained an excellent
background of the archeological evidence that shapes our modern
understanding of Irish prehistory and history, while enjoying the
experience of the Irish way of life and earning credit towards my
Cultural and Historic Preservation degree at home.

Early Start was the smartest decision I made when I applied to
study abroad in Cork, Ireland. Not only did I get to meet a
handful of people also new to the country, I got to experience the
country without being considered a tourist. I saw places I would
not have even thought about seeing with a teacher, Tomás Ó
Carragáin, who was passionate and knowledgeable about
everything we were visiting and learning. Being there a month
early also gave us time to explore the city and find our niches
before the regular students got there which was nice too.
I even focused my academic attention to Irish Archaeology
because I found its history so much more appealing and
fascinating than the areas of archaeology I had already studied.
Jeanette Hayman, University of California, Santa Cruz

Blaise Odle, Salve Regina University, Rhode Island
I’d never studied archaeology prior to Early Start: this
introduction was enthralling. Dr. Ó Carragáin made the subject
approachable and fun in both the classroom and the field, where
the past became vivid on the ramparts of 15th century castles and
in the earthy passages of Neolithic tombs! I discovered new
understandings of Irish history and its impact on contemporary
life. But most importantly, studying the roots of Irish civilization
helped me gain a more profound insight into my own ethnic
identity.

The Early Start in Archaeology was an incredible introduction
both to archaeology and to Ireland. I encourage students in any
discipline to take advantage of this amazing opportunity to
experience the land and its culture from a unique and exciting
angle. The spectacular sites we visited exposed us broadly and
intimately to the magnificent country and its engaging past, and
the fascinating topics and enthusiastic lecturer left me with a deep
and lasting appreciation for Irish archaeology.

Jillian Ullrich, Hollins University, Virginia.

Kelly Henry, Kenyon College, Ohio

Whatever they are studying at home, students find the Early Start in Irish Archaeology a hugely satisfying
and engaging experience, both academically and culturally. For many it is the highlight of their stay at UCC.

What past students say…
I loved my Early Start class in Irish Archaeology. Since I am an
Anthropology major, it was really interesting to learn about the
archaeology and culture of another country. The lectures were
very interesting and the lecturer kept us entertained. Field trips
were a key element in the class, and we were able to visit so many
unique places that I wouldn't have gotten to see otherwise. Not
only did this class give a hands-on approach to the archaeology of
Ireland, but it also provided me with extensive information about
the history of Ireland in general which has been invaluable to my
study abroad experience.

The Early Start Archaeology programme at University College
Cork was brilliant! The lectures were comprehensive, interesting
and full of useful information. The field trips gave us an excellent
visual of Ireland's past, along with being great fun, and Dr. Ó
Carragáin was always available to clarify and discuss things with
us. As an archaeology student, this course gave me an
outstanding introduction to European and Irish archaeology.
Angela Loewenhagen, Arizona State University

Kara Safley, Trinity University, Texas

The Early Start gives students an excellent, well-balanced
overview. It stands well on its own for those who just want a taste
but also serves to jump-start those such as myself who were
looking to switch fields and continue on in archaeology. I stayed
on at UCC to become qualified as an archaeologist and then to do
postgraduate work. My notes from the Early Start served me well
during this time. When I look back I am always amazed at how
much we covered in class and how much we saw in the field. Best
of all was discovering right at the beginning of my time here that
the story of Ireland is much more exciting than I had imagined and very much still to be told...

The Early Start Program at UCC was wonderful! I really enjoyed
the field trips because they were fun and offered us a chance to
see more of Ireland than we may have, had we not done the Early
Start. The class and the trips also gave us a really good look at
some of the oldest artifacts and historical sites in Ireland.
Professor Ó Carragáin was a wonderful teacher who was very
willing to answer questions, and give us a glimpse of the Ireland
he so obviously loves. All-in-all, if I had missed the Early Start
Program I would have missed something very special. I am 100%
glad that I participated.

Kimberly Thounhurst, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Sara Gosline, Grand Valley State University, Michigan

Archaeology Department, UCC

• A wide range of courses on Irish Archaeology
• European Archaeology, Environmental Archaeology, Physical Anthropology,
Artefact Studies
• Academic advisor for Visiting Students: Dr Tomás Ó Carragáin (t.ocarragain@ucc.ie)

Early Start Programme Dates
The Early Start course runs for three weeks in late August / early September after
which term runs for twelve weeks to mid-December. Some students choose to return
in the spring to spend a full academic year at UCC.
Participants are advised to bring weatherproof clothing and outdoor footwear.

For further information about the programme contact
Dr Tomás Ó Carragáin, Archaeology Department, University College Cork, Ireland
email: t.ocarragain@ucc.ie /
web: www.ucc.ie/en/DepartmentsCentresandUnits/Archaeology/
For information about how to register contact
UCC International Office, Adjoining Campus, ‘Roseleigh,’
Western Road, Cork, Ireland
Telephone: +353214904734 / 4904730
email: internationaloffice@ucc.ie
web:
www.ucc.ie/en/study/international/

